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Abstract: To design and deploy wired and wireless secured network infrastructure, ensuring network and application security is a major
challenge for any scientific organization. Such kind of organization faces security challenges to protect data, sensitive information, and
assets as a lot of people are connected within their integrated network system. In this modern era, Next-Generation Hardware Firewall
(NGFW) acts as an advanced security element to protect networks and applications. In this paper, our research experiments were held
over the Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE) under Bangladesh Atomic Energy Commission (BAEC) network zone where
Secured network infrastructure by configuring the NGFW firewall has been established for its network security purpose. In this paper,
we have applied various network and application policy and rules over the AERE NGFW firewall. Then, we have analyzed and gathered
statistical network data using the NGFW firewall in terms of different network security parameters. For this research work, we have
collected data from 09 December 2020 to 09 December 2021. Further, the data are being used to evaluate the network and application
security parameters of AERE. Finally, we illustrated how network and application security is being achieved by the NGFW firewall and
provides future steps to embrace a better network infrastructure development for any scientific organization like AERE.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Bangladesh is moving rapidly towards the digitization

process in every sector like financial, research, educational,
government and non government offices etc., with the ac-
complishment of the vision of “Digital Bangladesh-2021”.
With the emersion of ICT based development, most of the
Bangladeshi organizations are developing of its network
based infrastructure (LAN, WAN, Intranet, Extranet etc).
At this perspective, protection of inter-connected systems
such as computers, servers, mobile devices, electronic sys-
tems, networks application data is a very challenging
issue [1] [5]. So, insufficient network security can be
huge potential threats for any organization in terms of
data, network and application [1] [7] [15]. It also causes
violation of confidentiality, integrity and availability. Thus,
it is very crucial matter to implement strong network and
organizational policy over prominent network protocols.
Network policy consists of strong set of rules, regulation
and activities implementation over a structured designed
and developed network framework by an organization in
which a network administrators can be able to prevent
and monitor unauthorized access, misuse of network, cor-
rection, restriction, provides confidentiality, and integrity

maintaining for the network resources [2]. IPSec protocol,
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Secure Shell (SSH), Hyper
Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS), Kerberos etc., are
the most prominent network security protocols to govern
data flow over a network. To secure the network, firewall
strategies (both software and hardware firewall) are being
implemented to ensure organizations network security. A
firewall acts as a shielding barrier between trusted internal
network and outside network. Mostly firewall is a kind
of security devices that protect a host computer or entire
network against malicious attacks. Firewall is mainly two
types as its nature- software firewall and Hardware firewall.
Software firewall performs under a specific host Operating
System (OS) through applications and port number and its
implication area is limited. In this paper, we have discussed
about network-based hardware firewall which is used for
the security purpose of large network and communication
technology. Usually, Hardware firewall is being configured
between internal network core router and ISP gateway. It
can prevent a network by preserving security and ensures
safety against unauthorized access or external network [3].
Hardware firewall may be in different categories considering
its performance activities. The layer 4 category firewall is
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used to NAT, blocking or allowing traffic, tracking active
and inactive connections, support virtual private network
(VPN) connections and routing etc., purpose. Such kinds
of layer 4 firewalls examples are Packet Filtering Fire-
wall, Circuit Level Firewall, Stateful Inspection Firewall,
Application Level Firewall etc., [3][7]. On the other hand,
Next Generation hardware firewall (NGFW) execution ca-
pability is much wider than layer 4 hardware firewall. For
the experiment, we have collected statistical data as an
experimental data using NGFW firewall at AERE, BAEC
to analysis and evaluate network and application security
in terms of miscellaneous cyber security parameters. We
have considered the network traffic monitoring, intrusion
prevention and detection of application, URL and content
filtering, IP and ports filtering, malware threat analysis,
network insider user activities monitoring, file filtering,
decrypting traffic etc., category to evaluate and measure
network and application security. The remaining section
is organized as follows. In section 2, related works and
activities have been described. Design and development
related research to build up a better network infrastructure
using NGFW firewall has been illustrated in section 3.
Experimental statistical data analysis and obtained results
are analyzed in section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in
section 5 along with the future directions.

2. RELATED WORK
Several research works has been published about net-

work security and Next Generation Firewall related activ-
ities. Some researchers discussed about effects of firewall
on network performance. Some of them investigated the
previous data and illustrated the survey of network firewall.
A few works has been done about implementation and
analysis using different network simulator. Some researcher
discussed about configuration and misconfiguration of fire-
wall and network security violation in specific areas. In
[4], the authors reviewed several papers based on firewall
security issues focusing on traditional firewalls; its evolu-
tion, security issues, various policies and the concept of
distributed firewall.Svoboda et al. [5] provided a current
overview of modern network monitoring approaches using
high speed bandwidth internet in both wired and wireless
network to design network architecture, features and com-
parison between network monitoring approaches. In [6],
various types of firewalls operations have been examined by
the researchers. They tested the security and performance
of different firewalls including: Cisco ASA, packet filter,
and Checkpoint SPLAT. The researchers also studied the
information security by applying a set of attacks and
observing the reaction of the firewalls. Real experiments on
different types of firewalls including personal and network-
based has been tested and performed. In [7], multiple levels
of firewall including the difference between layer 4 firewall
and advanced Next Generation Firewall has been discussed.
Kenneth et al. [8] investigated about modern firewall policy
history and surveyed of network firewall. They showed
that to implement firewall various methodologies are being
used to filter network traffic over OSI 7 (seven) layers. W.

Konikiewicz et al. [9] provided the data of performance
analysis of CISCO ASA and Juniper firewalls on packet
traffic based on bandwidth and server response time. Within
research in [10] and [11], the authors presented paper based
on Markov chain technology for the performance evaluation
of firewall. The methodology analyzes firewalls that are
subject to normal traffic flows as well as Denial of Services
(DoS) attack flows. Other literature [12] [13] gives us an
idea to define role of firewall on computer networks and
implementation of those firewalls on hardware or software
on combination both. A Review in Recent Development
of Network Threats and Security Measures is discussed
at [14]. Their research mainly concerned about increased
security related studies with the web data. In [15], advanced
data security within network applying secured algorithm
has been discussed. Data confidentiality technique within a
network has been ensured according to specified algorithms.
All the above discussed paper, the research and survey
related works has been done based on implementation,
configuration and misconfiguration of firewalls, impact of
firewall on network performance, comparison of different
firewalls etc., parameters. A very few research has been
done about designing and developing of a secured network
framework by implementing firewall policy and analyzing
of network statistical data in terms of various network
and application security parameters. In addition, most of
the cases real time a specific statistical data analysis by
implementing Hardware firewalls is being avoided. In this
paper, we have tried to find out how much firewall policy
is effective in terms of network and application security
within an organization network boundary like AERE. Our
study will help an organization administration and network
administrator to find out its current network security status.
They will be able to cope up with miscellaneous network
and application threats.

3. METHODOLOGY: NETWORK DESIGN AND
POLICY IMPLEMENTATION
To design and develop a secured network infrastructure

and evaluate statistical network data in terms of different
network and application security parameters, we have cho-
sen Atomic Energy Research Establishment (AERE), Savar
as an experimental zone which is a regional multidisci-
plinary research organization under Bangladesh Atomic En-
ergy Commission (BAEC). AERE’s network infrastructure
has been formed with both wired and wireless system.
A significant number of LAN based IP connection and
wireless access points have been configured to different
machines and individuals to broadcast network traffic within
AERE. A number of switches, DMZ switches, Branch
router, Alexa enabled device, IoT based devices, host
machines, routers, different types of server and media
converters are interconnected with each other to maintain
flow of network traffic smoothly within the different insti-
tutes of AERE. In this perspective, maintain network and
application security to these machine and individuals has
become a major challenging issue for AERE. For security
purpose, a modern CISCO based next generation firewall
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Figure 1. Designed Network Structure of AERE, BAEC

has been configured to filter and monitor network traffic
within the ingress and egress zone. This firewall acts as
a barrier between inbound and outbound traffic. In the
Figure 1, the designed and developed network at AERE has
been illustrated. In this designed and developed network
a CISCO based hardware firewall has been configured
between AERE core router and internal distributed DMZ
switches. The ingress traffic and egress traffic has been
controlled by implemented NGFW firewall policy. The
firewall policy consists of a set of defined rules implemented
by network administrator and organization which checks
data packets coming from the Internet, extranet, servers or
any external networking system to the inside network or
traffic that outbound. Firewall drops, block, authorizes or
permits network data traffic according to predefined firewall
policy. In the Figure 2, secured network and application
data traffic flow strategy diagram between AERE network
and WAN has been shown. The configured NGFW firewall
at AERE operates on the all seven OSI layer. It is not
also capable of tracking active connections but also has
the capabilities of tracking location based via geo-location
databases, users, application, sessions, ports, services and
IP addresses etc. The NGFW firewall is used to segment
traffic between host and system, intrusion prevention and
detection, content and application filtering, URL filtering,
decrypting traffic, sandboxing etc.

A. Segmentation
Network segmentation is a kind of architectural network

security approach in which network zones are divided into
multiples segments to control traffic flow and improve
monitoring activity. To implement firewall segmentation,
the NGFW firewall needs to set policy and rules in a
specific way in which secures network segmentation can be
formed at desired network boundary and outside network
via physical links or VLANS. By segmentation, the entire

Figure 2. Traffic Access Flow using NGFW Firewall

Figure 3. Segmentation using NGFW Firewall at AERE

traffic crossing into NGFW firewall is being monitored and
routed in secured way. The NGFW firewall segmentation
is very much effective to prevent unauthorized connections
and against malicious activity. Created NGFW firewall
segmentation policy and rules for the inside zone IPs to
WAN and vice versa at AERE network infrastructure is
shown In the Figure 3

B. Intrusion Detection and Prevention Using NGFW Fire-
wall Policy
Intrusion detection system (IDS) and intrusion preven-

tion System (IPS) can be a standalone system within any
network segment. IDS detect intrusions and miscellaneous
network threats wherein IPS can not only detect but also
prevent, block or drop identified intrusion and threats. IDS
and IPS can be classified into LAN network based, wireless
based, network behavior anomaly detection and host based.
Considering NGFW firewall, both IDS and IPS can be
integrated within it. Every kind of NGFW firewall is work-
able according to its predefined algorithm and heuristics.
Specified policy and a set of rules need to be defined within
NGFW firewall for the successful action of IDS and IPS.
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Figure 4. Intrusion Prevention System Policy Add at AERE NGFW
Firewall

Figure 5. URL Policy Add procedure in NGFW firewall

In the Figure 4, IPS and IDS implementation configuration
policy within CISCO NGFW firewall at AERE is shown.

C. Content, URL, Port and Application Filtering
NGFW firewall monitors the traffic and activate it IPS

to protect the application and content that traverse within
a vulnerable attacks. In such kind of activity, rules and
policy are being applied to the NGFW firewall. URL, IP
and Application filtering are being performed according
to the predefined set of rules and policy implied by or-
ganization network administrator. For URL filtering, the
NGFW checks its database for the list of domains and
respective categorization. Based on categorization, firewall
permits or blocks the specified domains of a network access.
Usually, categories of domain which are not allowed to the
network may contain websites that are related to hacking,
nudity, phishing, dating, anonymizing services or violence
etc. Similarly, different ports, services and specified local IP
addresses can be filtered for blocking, allowing or dropping
according to predefined set of NGFW firewall policy and
rules. From the below Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, and Fig-
ure 8 application filtering, URL filtering, ports filtering and
specified user filtering policy configuration implementation
strategy using CISCO NGFW firewall at AERE is shown.

D. Sandboxing
Sandboxing is the process of having cloud based plat-

form that execute the specified files which contains malware
or not. Sandboxing helps a user within the internet world to
verdict before downloading a file whether it is malicious or

Figure 6. Application Filtering Procedure in NGFW firewall

Figure 7. IP Filtering Procedure in NGFW firewall

not. In this modern era, many platforms provide sandboxing
facility. Every kind of NGFW firewall has integrated sand-
boxing fancily by its own heuristic algorithm and process.
In Sandboxing process, specified content like documents,
pdf files, executive files, scripts, mscab files, audio or video
files etc., are being executed. According to a set of malware
policy or default policy within the NGFW firewall that has
its own heuristic algorithm detects malware of files before
being downloaded or uploaded. Sandboxing process helps to
detect host receiving malware and intrusion within network
trajectory. In the Figure 9, and Figure 10 Sandboxing
process and Malware Policy configuration using CISCO
integrated Sandboxing facility in NGFW firewall is shown.

E. Decrypting Traffic, Monitoring Unknown Traffic and
Web Application Firewall
The NGFW firewall acts as decryption of traffic by

installing desirable certificates. Decrypting traffic is needed

Figure 8. Port Filtering Procedure in NGFW firewall
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Figure 9. Malware Policy Configuration procedure in NGFW firewall

Figure 10. Malware Content Analysis Procedure by Sandboxing
within NGFW Firewall

to inspect content threats. Decrypting traffic enhances net-
work security within network. In some cases, decrypting
traffic cannot be done. In such cases, the NGFW firewall
categorizes that traffic as unknown traffic and classified
the risk like low, medium or high level risks. The NGFW
firewall takes action like block, drop or warnings to the
user based on the risk category. By adding more features
in HTTP protocol, the NGFW also acts as WAF (web
application firewall) detect and stop vulnerable network
threats. To protect threats on the HTTP protocol, the NGFW
activity is more reliable and guaranteed.

F. Wireless Intrusion Prevention and Detection System
(WIDPS)
Many high end NGFW firewall like CISCO firewall

that integrates wireless intrusion detection and prevention
system (WIPDS) monitors a wireless LAN network’s access
points signal, frequency spectrum and other security threats
of wireless system. WIPDS of NGFW is able to analyze
radio frequency of wireless access point and block unknown
radio signal. To avoid MAC spoofing and man in the middle
attack related attacks, WIPDS also provides MAC address
filtering with DHCP connection or confined wireless se-
cured network by IP-MAC bindings. WIPDS is capable
of authorized connection with the access points. Sensors
of specified access points and management servers within

Figure 11. IP/MAC Bindings Procedure within NGFW Firewall

Figure 12. Port Forwarding Policy Add in NGFW firewall

LAN who takes appropriate action by receiving information
by the sensors. Sensors, database servers which stores
information and console of WIPDS all are integrated within
a NGFW firewall that performs as a whole system. An
IP/MAC binding is a kind of network security approach for
the wireless access points security which can be configured
by NGFW firewall. In the Figure 11, IP/MAC Bindings
Procedure within NGFW Firewall is shown.

G. Port Forwarding
Port forwarding is a very popular and trusted policy to

make a secured network. It maps one to none mapping. it
translates public IP and ports to private IP and ports for
packet data transmission Port Forwarding secures vulnera-
ble port of potential devices from hackers where actual host
and ports is unknown to the intruder. It completely avoids
direct internet traffic. In the Figure 12, port forwarding
policy within NGFW firewall has been shown where actual
port 443 that listens is hidden within port 80 in private
network.

H. Why NGFW CISCO Firewall at AERE is Efficient
Hardware firewall acts as foundation of network se-

curity at AERE network which has been configured be-
tween AERE CISCO core router and distributed switch. It
performs as filter or barricade between internets services
provider (ISP) and AERE LAN network. This configured
firewall is used not only for controlling TCP and UDP
access, traffic monitoring, NAT or VPN connections as
layer 4 firewall do but also performs on every layer of
seven (7) OSI layer. The configured CISCO based NGFW
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Figure 13. Used Data Traffic by Top Application Category within
AERE Network

firewall covers the security feature in wide range area in
terms of controlling LAN traffic monitoring, users, ports and
sessions, application, file inspection, unauthorized login, de-
crypting traffic, Wi-Fi protection like MAC-IP filtering, man
in the middle attack prevention, radio frequency control,
malware intrusion detection and prevention, malformed
network packets, IP spoofing prevention[1] [5] [7]. Its
performance is satisfactory in terms of throughput, network
access capacity, slowdown process and latency.

4. EXPERIMENTAL DATA ANALYSIS AND RE-
SULTS
In this section, we have collected the statistical AERE

network data within 2020-12-12 to 2021-12-12 time period.
Then we have evaluated and analyzed these data in terms of
different network security parameters. In a nutshell, this part
obtains the detail description network data analysis using
NGFW firewall.

A. Network Traffic or IP Monitoring
NGFW firewall plays an important role to analysis of

data traffic that enters to a specified network or leaves from
that network. The NGFW is capable of tracking IP initiator
within the network, figure out data traffic by application risk
category, traffic monitoring for miscellaneous application to
track which application consumes the most traffic, connec-
tion by application etc. It also evaluates risky application
from the initiated total connections within a network. To
track these active network connections and analysis, the
NGFW converts the network layer data in presentation layer
by decoding network streams. In the Figure 13, we have
investigated the result of application category that consumes
the most traffic at AERE network. In the Figure 14, NGFW
firewall at AERE illustrated the consumed data from total
initiated connection according to application category. The
NGFW provides clear overview of which specific local
user consumes how much amount of data. From these
data, we can achieve overall network user data & their
used application data and internet browsing behavior etc.
Based on these data, the administrator can control network

Figure 14. Connection Initiated by Top Application by AERE
Network User

Figure 15. Top Ten Consumed Data User at AERE Network

data traffic, clustering zones, restrict user and application,
allow or block or limit the local user internet usage, detect
unrecognizable users. In a nutshell, based on user control
policy of NGFW firewall, organization like AERE manages
its network user and application services. In the Figure 15,
the top most ten (10) network user of AERE is shown
wherein In the Figure 16, NGFW firewall shows the result
of the total connection initiated using different ports. These
figures illustrate the overview of maximum consumed data
user of AERE network and used ports for data connection.

Figure 16. Responder Ports for Connection Request at AERE Net-
work User
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Figure 17. Initiated Intrusion Attacks Attempt Count over AERE
Network

B. Intrusion Attacks Detection and Prevention Data Anal-
ysis
NGFW firewall is much effective to perform as a stan-

dalone system to detect and prevent intrusions. To drop or
block the intrusions, every kind of NGFW uses its own
heuristics algorithm and procedure. It can detect and prevent
malware intrusions both on integrated network system and
specific host of network parallel. In the Figure 17, the
graphs illustrated the intrusion attacks attempts scenario
over the AERE Network from December 2020 to September
2021 time period. The table 1 is the full classified details
about the dropped or blocked miscellaneous intrusion at-
tempts by the NGFW firewall. The NGFW firewall also de-
tects the specified types of attack id occurred over network
like web application attacks or SQL injection or network
Trojan etc., under the classified intrusion events. To prevent
this suspicious activity, the NGFW firewall blocks or drops
the traffic and ensure only authorized access at the network.

C. File Filtering, URL Filtering and Content Filtering
For File filtering, every kind of NGFW firewall applies

its own heuristic algorithm and data structure process to
handle the miscellaneous file types. The NGFW firewall
inspects every kind of file types within network when it’s
being downloaded or uploaded. The NGFW firewall applies
it sandboxing to detect malware over the files. Then it drops
or blocks that malware in those files. In the Figure 18, is
the data of file types that are being inspected by NGFW
firewall at AERE network. In the Figure 19, , we got the
result of action taken by NGFW firewall over the malware
affected files when being downloaded or uploaded. The
NGFW firewall is effective to protect a network considering
URL filtering. The content which can be accessed via http
or https is being protected by NGFW. NGFW firewall can
only accept the categories of domains according to firewall
policy to the internal network users. It prevents user to
access malicious content over http or https protocol by
categorization database. As In the Figure 20, , we see that
the mentioned URL of the figure cannot be accessed to
the AERE network user as it is categorized as suspicious
domain within NGFW firewall domain list. In the table 2,
the NGFW firewall at AERE illustrated the application list
that is associated with its allowed or denied connection
number statistics according to NGFW policy.

Figure 18. No. of Categorized Inspected File Types by NGFW
Firewall

Figure 19. NGFW firewall Initiated Action against Infected Files

Figure 20. URL Content Blocked by NGFW Firewall for AERE
Network User
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TABLE I. NO. OF DROPPED OR BLOCKED CLASSIFIED INTRUSION ATTEMPTS BY NGFW FIREWALL AT AERE NETWORK

CLASSIFICATION COUNTS

A Network Trojan was Detected 207,893
Attempted Administrator privilege Gain 264

Potential Corporate Policy Violation 230
Web Application Attack 220

Misc. Activity 24
Attempted privilege Gain 1

TABLE II. TABLE II. NO OF ALLOWED AND DENIED CONNECTION FOR APPLICATION AND CONTENT WITHIN APPLICATION BY
NGFW FIREWALL AT AERE

Application Allowed connection Denied connection

ICMP 173,154,365 –
ICMP client 171,154,365 –
DNS client 112,859,033 –
YouTube 23,345,765 –

BitTorrent 14,101,160 –
Facebook 10,012,907 21

HTTP/ HTTPS 9,798,159 43,355
Google 5,933,624 –

XVideos – 38,970
XVideos – 1,536

Figure 21. No. of Detected Malware Threats by NGFW Firewall

D. Malware Threat Analysis
Malware content can be attached within any files when

being downloaded or uploaded or access any websites or
with any suspicious mail attachment. It creates vulnerable
situation to a network and associated host within a network.
NGFW firewall detects specific malware content or ran-
somware and takes proper action against it. In the Figure 21
, gives the counted data about detected specified malware
contents by different classified network attacks when the
user of AERE browse the websites over the internet or
download or upload file. Based on the detected malware
contents the NGFW firewall takes appropriate action like
blocking or dropping that malware or malware, cloud
checking and clearing the specific files. For the prevention
of these types of attacks, the NGFW firewall activates
its intrusion detection and prevention role simultaneously.
According to preventive steps, the NGFW secures a network
and prevents download suspicious files or access malicious

Figure 22. Detection of Malware Content Message using Port
Scanning by NGFW Firewall

content based websites. A NGFW firewall plays a signifi-
cant role to detect malware contents by port scanning. Port
scanning is use to determine which service we can connect
to. Hackers use ports scanning to access the host within a
network. Network administrators implement policy or rules
on NGFW firewall to get rid of unwanted scanning.In the
Figure 22 , shows the identified malware content message
by TCP port scanning at AERE network.

5. Conclusions and FutureWork
Ensuring network and application security within an

organization is a challenging task. Day by day variation
of network and application threats is increasing in the
world. To meet this challenge, every organization needs
more research and broad security area. NGFW firewall is
a fundamental network and application security tool that
is used for different network and application data secu-
rity, collecting analyzing data and security policy-making
perspectives. An organization always needs to analyze the
network data and take proper steps to improve its network
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and application security area. In our research, we have
tried to design a better network framework at AERE using
CISCO-based NGFW firewall. Then we have set different
firewall policies and rules according to the AERE network
security perspective. According to firewall policy and rules,
our configured firewall performs on the network on all
seven OSI layers. We have collected statistical data and
analyzed these data using the NGFW firewall in terms
of different network and application security parameters.
We investigated the effectiveness of NGFW firewall against
various network and application threats. In the future, we
will try to analyze data by integrating VPN for remote
access, multilayer firewall within a network infrastructure.
Advanced secured web systems integration on NGFW will
be also our study area. Furthermore, our future works will
also be comprised of performance evaluation of different
firewalls in terms of throughput, network latency, and com-
parison network security parameters among those firewalls.
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